Carrara Collection

FEATURED
Carrara Lounge chairs and
Tamburo occasional tables
(as shown and on cover)

Carrara

Carrara
D E S I G N E D F O R H E A LT H C A R E
The Carrara collection was designed for use throughout any hospital. The chair frames look
like wood, but are actually made from a ground-breaking, solid surface (⅛” thick), high-impactresistant polymer which means they don’t have any of the drawbacks of wood. The frames are
moisture impervious and can be cleaned for at least 10 years using any of the EPA-registered
antimicrobial products effective against C. diff. (even 100% bleach), without diminishing the
chair surface’s integrity or appearance.

B U I LT F O R I N F E C T I O N P R E V E N T I O N
On the patient’s road to recovery and sustained good health, cleanliness is critical. Combining
appropriate furniture materials with the correct cleaning products and protocols ensures
effective surface disinfection, reducing the risk of cross-transmission of HAIs. Carrara
is built for infection prevention with a frame that does not support microbial growth. The chair
can also withstand the harshest daily cleaning regimens, including bleach, without degrading
its finish and appearance. Kwalu’s Carrara collection provides one missing piece of the puzzle
in infection prevention, contributing to the goal of eliminating deadly pathogens before they can
come into contact with healthcare workers, patients and guests.

LEVEL®,
BIFMA‘s Sustainability
Certification Program
for Furniture

Vizient Innovative Technology
Designated Product

SCS Indoor
Advantage Gold –
Furniture

Nightingale Innovation Award

Easy to Clean

10 Year Warranty

Kwalu’s GetWell Patient Room
was awarded a Nightingale
Innovation Award for
Surfacing Materials.

Clorox Healthcare and Kwalu are
partnering to fight HAI’s. Kwalu
chairs have no topical coatings, so
sanitizing solutions commonly used
in healthcare environments can be
used – including 100% bleach –
without degrading the finish.

We offer a 10 Year Performance
Warranty on both construction
and finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking like
new for 10 years.

Carrara Lounge
The Carrara Lounge Collection is as comfortable
as it looks. The simple yet elegant design is
epitomized

by

crisp

contours

and

abundant

cushioning. This inviting collection includes a
single chair, sofa and love seat. Optional arm
caps protect the fabric and allow ease of cleaning.

LOUNGE CHAIR

SOFA

LO V E S E AT

Carrara Lounge
Features

Durable Finish

Cleanout

Number of Seats

Arm Caps

10 Year Warranty

Kwalu’s solid surface
proprietary finish doesn’t
have any of the drawbacks
of wood. The finish is moisture
impervious, easy to clean
and maintenance-free.

Clean-out prevents buildup
of debris and provides for
easy maintenance.

Choose from 3 seat styles–
lounge chair, love seat,
and sofa.

Optional arm caps protect
fabric and allow ease
of cleaning.

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Statement of Line

34 W

34 W

57 W

57 W

30 D

30 D

30 D

30 D

34 H

34 H

34 H

34 H

76.5 W

76.5 W

30 D

30 D

34 H

34 H

Carrara Bench

Making a stunning statement in a hallway
or a lounge is the elegant Carrara Bench.
The attached bolster pillows and the pillow
piping detail are standard features. The
pillows can easily be removed for cleaning.

Carrara Bench
Features

Durable Finish

Steel Reinforced

Pillows

10 Year Warranty

Easy to Clean

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system uses
over 20 pieces of steel in
most Kwalu chairs. Stop
ongoing and costly furniture
replacement.

Attached pillows and piping
detail are standard features;
pillows can be easily
detached for cleaning.

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Clorox Healthcare and
Kwalu are partnering to fight
HAI’s. Kwalu chairs have
no topical coatings, so
sanitizing solutions commonly used in healthcare
environments can be used –
including 100% bleach –
without degrading the finish.

Statement of Line

58 W
20 D
26 H

The solid surface ⅛″ thick finish of the chair is indestructible,
and is backed by the industry’s only 10 year warranty on finish.

This chair will continue to look like new, 24/7.

Carrara Guest Chair

You’ll never run out of places to use the
versatile

Carrara

Guest

chair.

Gently

sloping arms support while the tapered
legs and contemporary back, in two heights,
deliver style. A no-upholstery, five-slat back
is available only on the short back option.

SHORT BACK

F I V E - S L AT B AC K

Carrara Guest Chair
Features

Durable Finish

Steel Reinforced

Optional Back Style

Optional Upholstery Style

10 Year Warranty

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system uses
over 20 pieces of steel in
most Kwalu chairs. Stop
ongoing and costly furniture
replacement.

Choose from 2 back styles–
Short Back or Tall Back.

Choose from 2 upholstery
styles - Upholstered or
Five-Slat Back.

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Statement of Line

25.25 W

25.25 W

25.25 W

25.25 W

25.25 W

27 D

27 D

27 D

27 D

25.5 D

35 H

35 H

35 H

35 H

38 H

25.25 W

25.25 W

25.25 W

25.25 W

25.25 W

27 D

27 D

27 D

27 D

25.5 D

35 H

35 H

35 H

35 H

38 H

Carrara Bariatric

Redefine comfort and style for every dining, lounge, lobby or waiting room
guest with Kwalu’s unprecedented selection of Bariatric seating. Every
bariatric seating model incorporates Kwalu’s Designed to Last® engineering
and endures the most rigorous testing standards to provide supreme
strength and safety for each user.

Carrara Bariatric
Features

Weight Capacity

Durable Finish

Steel Reinforced

10 Year Warranty

Easy to Clean

Carrara Bariatric chairs are
rated to 500 lbs weight
capacity.

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system uses
over 20 pieces of steel in
most Kwalu chairs. Stop
ongoing and costly furniture
replacement.

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Clorox Healthcare and
Kwalu are partnering to fight
HAI’s. Kwalu chairs have
no topical coatings, so
sanitizing solutions commonly used in healthcare
environments can be used –
including 100% bleach –
without degrading the finish.

Statement of Line

36.5 W
29 D
37.5 H

Kwalu’s beautifully designed furniture
is made of a high-impact-resilient polymer that
looks like wood but has none of its drawbacks.
Finishes won’t split, chip or swell even after
years of harsh cleaning.

Carrara Multiple

Kwalu’s

tandem

seating

options

make

it

possible for groups to sit together comfortably in
lobbies, lounges, reception areas or emergency
waiting rooms. These multi-seat options come
built with a steel-reinforced frame, spanned for
easy cleaning.

1 - S E AT E R S W I T H
C E N T E R L I N K I N G TA B L E

2 - S E AT E R S PA N N E D

3 - S E AT E R

Carrara Multiple
Features

Durable Finish

Number of Seats

10 Year Warranty

Easy to Clean

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Available 1-4 seat
combinations, spanned, or
with or without center arms.

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Clorox Healthcare and
Kwalu are partnering to fight
HAI’s. Kwalu chairs have
no topical coatings, so
sanitizing solutions commonly used in healthcare
environments can be used –
including 100% bleach –
without degrading the finish.

Statement of Line

24.25 W

43 W

46.25 W

27 D

27 D

27 D

63.5 W
27 D

36.5 H

36.5 H

36.5 H

36.5 H

69 W

84.25 W

27 D

27 D

90.75 W
27 D

36.5 H

36.5 H

36.5 H

C E N T E R L I N K I N G TA B L E S

24 W

44 W

20.5 D

20.5 D

1.25 H

1.25 H

Carrara Occasional Tables
Classic modern design meets contemporary styling in Kwalu’s stunning Carrara Occasional Table Collection. These
round coffee and end tables are perfect accents to lounge, lobby and waiting areas. The angled center legs create
signature style points providing unmatched support. Kwalu offers a wide selection of finishes to match any décor.

E N D TA B L E
WITH CORIAN®/HANEX® TOP

C O F F E E TA B L E

Statement of Line

CRTBL0AX

CRTBL4AX

CRTBL4BX

42 W

28 W

28 W

42 D

28 D

28 D

18 H

22 H

22 H

Kwalu occasional tables are available in many
easy to clean styles. We have a wide selection
of warm wood-like finishes to choose from.

Carrara II Occasional Tables
Kwalu’s Carrara ll Occasional Tables are a sophisticated, yet practical choice for common or waiting areas, lounges
or lobbies. Angular legs give the Carrara II an architectural quality. The built-in shelf is perfect for holding magazines
or books. This transitional collection includes a coffee, end and console table.

E N D TA B L E
WITH CORIAN®/HANEX® TOP

C O F F E E TA B L E

C O N S O L E TA B L E

Statement of Line

CR2TBL0AX

CR2TBL0BX

CR2TBL0AY

CR2TBL0BY

CR2TBL4AX

CR2TBL4BX

CR2TBL6BX

27 W

27 W

27 W

27 W

40 W

36 W

60 W

27 D

20 D

27 D

20 D

40 D

18 D

18 D

24 H

24 H

24 H

24 H

20 H

20 H

34 H

Carrara Patient Chair

Kwalu delivers a blend of contemporary
design elements and stylish sophistication
in the Carrara Patient chair. The gently
sloping arms promote easy ingress and
egress while multiple fabric zones ensure
that this chair is as eye-catching as it
is comfortable.

Carrara Patient Chair
Features

Durable Finish

Steel Reinforced

Cleanout

10 Year Warranty

Easy to Clean

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system uses
over 20 pieces of steel in
most Kwalu chairs. Stop
ongoing and costly furniture
replacement.

Clean-out prevents buildup
of debris and provides for
easy maintenance.

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Clorox Healthcare and
Kwalu are partnering to fight
HAI’s. Kwalu chairs have
no topical coatings, so
sanitizing solutions commonly used in healthcare
environments can be used –
including 100% bleach –
without degrading the finish.

Statement of Line

26 W

26 W

28.5 D

28.5 D

42 H

42 H

Eliminating Hospital Acquired Infections (HAIs) requires
increasingly stringent infection prevention protocols.
Our medical furniture products do not have surface joints
or seams and do not support microbial growth.

Carrara Motion

The soothing motion and extremely comfortable seat of the Carrara
Motion chair is exactly what is needed in any environment. Features
include flared arms set against a high contoured back, a rock solid
frame and the satisfying movement derived from Kwalu’s exclusive
rocking mechanism.

Carrara Motion
Features

Durable Finish

Motion Chair

10 Year Warranty

Easy to Clean

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Kwalu’s exclusive rocking
mechanism produces an
ultimately satisfying
movement.

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Clorox Healthcare and
Kwalu are partnering to fight
HAI’s. Kwalu chairs have
no topical coatings, so
sanitizing solutions commonly used in healthcare
environments can be used –
including 100% bleach –
without degrading the finish.

Statement of Line

27.5 W

27.5 W

31 D

31 D

42 H

42 H

In hospital settings people sometimes wait for
hours, so the seating has to be comfortable.

Carrara Sleeper Sofa

Sit, lounge or sleep with no complicated
mechanisms to maneuver on the Carrara
Sleeper Sofa. A quick flip of the back
cushion and it easily transforms from sofa
into one of three sleeping surfaces backed
by a black waterproof fabric barrier. It
comes with arm caps; double front drawers
are optional and choose Pyramid legs or
a Plinth base. Optional locking casters are
available but must include center casters. An
optional power grommet, in black or white,
is also available for the Sleeper and can
only be added to the front of the left arm.

Carrara Sleeper Sofa
Features

Durable Finish

Fold Down Cushion

Optional Power Grommet

10 Year Warranty

Easy to Clean

Kwalu’s solid surface
proprietary finish doesn’t
have any of the drawbacks
of wood. The finish is moisture
impervious, easy to clean
and maintenance-free.

Back cushion, backed by
a black waterproof fabric
barrier, folds down to
transform sofa into one of
three sleeping surfaces –
72”, 75” or 78”.

Optional power plug and
USB ports available in
black or white on front of
left arm only.

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Clorox Healthcare and
Kwalu are partnering to fight
HAI’s. Kwalu chairs have
no topical coatings, so
sanitizing solutions commonly used in healthcare
environments can be used –
including 100% bleach –
without degrading the finish.

Optional Plinth Base

Optional Kwalu Front Panel

Optional Casters

Plinth base is available
and is optional.

A front panel made of Kwalu
material is available and
optional; it is smaller when
optional casters are added.

Optional locking casters are
available; center casters are
required. If selected height
of front panels/drawers is
shortened.

Statement of Line
80 W

80 W

35 D

35 D

33 H

33 H

80 W

83 W

35 D

35 D

33 H

33 H

Carrara Sleepover Chair and Love Seat

For the ultimate in comfortable seating
and restful sleeping turn to the Carrara
Sleepover Chair and Love Seat. Thick
cushions

are

the

foundation

of

the

sleepers. The chair becomes a twin; the
love seat becomes a twin or double easily
with a pull. You can’t pull the sleepers out
too far.

CHAIR

LO V E S E AT

Carrara Sleepover Chair and Love Seat
Features

Durable Finish

Front Panel

Number of Seats

Mechanism

Arm Caps

Kwalu’s solid surface
proprietary finish doesn’t
have any of the drawbacks
of wood. The finish is moisture
impervious, easy to clean
and maintenance-free.

Choose from 2 front panel
styles – Upholstered
or Laminated.

Choose from 2 seat styles –
Chair and Love Seat.

Advanced mechanism
provides smooth and
effortless functionality.

Available with or without
optional high-impact
resistant arm caps.

Statement of Line

39 W

39 W

38 D

38 D

39 W
38 D

36 H

36 H

36 H

39 W

67 W

38 D

38 D

38 D

36 H

36 H

36 H

67 W

67 W

67 W

38 D

38 D

36 H

36 H

Carrara Sleepover Recliner / Motorized Recliner

Carrara Sleepover Recliner fully reclines and locks into
multiple recline positions. An outside lever engages the
chair’s independent foot rest while a recessed release
latch initiates the reclining motion. Standard features
include arm caps, a stationary head rest pillow and
heavy duty locking and non-locking casters.

SLEEPOVER RECLINER

Effortless reclining is enabled by the touch of a button on the inside
of the right arm of the Carrara Motorized Sleepover Recliner.
This recliner is functional with or without a rechargeable battery. A
battery pack storage compartment is added to the recliner if the
optional battery pack is purchased. Standard features include a
stationary head rest pillow, heavy duty locking and non-locking
casters and a power cord. Also standard are solid arm caps to
provide protection of the fabric.

MOTORIZED SLEEPOVER RECLINER

Carrara Sleepover Recliner / Motorized Recliner
Features

Durable Finish

Extended Length

Casters

Smooth Reclining

Back Style

Kwalu’s solid surface
proprietary finish doesn’t
have any of the drawbacks
of wood. The finish is moisture
impervious, easy to clean
and maintenance-free.

Fully reclines to a depth
of 75 inches.

Heavy duty locking casters
on rear and front nonlocking casters are
standard.

Outside lever engages
independent footrest;
recessed release latch
initiates multiple smooth
reclining positions.
(Non-Motorized only)

Superior cushioning for
the ultimate comfort;
a stationary head rest
pillow is standard.

4 Button Control

Kwalu Arm Caps

Optional Upholstered Arms

Press the control buttons
on the inside right of the
chair to initiate recline
and raise and lower the
footrest independently.
(Motorized only)

Kwalu high-impact resistant
solid surface arm caps are a
standard feature.

The recliner is available
with upholstered arms and
this feature is optional.
(Motorized only)

Statement of Line

CRSL5

CRSLMTR0011

CRSLMTR0111

CRSLMTR1011

CRSLMTR1111

32.5 W

32.5 W

32.5 W

32.5 W

32.5 W

36 D

36 D

36 D

36 D

36 D

45 H

45 H

45 H

45 H

45 H

Carrara Bariatric Recliner

Redefine comfort and style for every dining,
lounge, lobby or waiting room guest with Kwalu’s
unprecedented

selection

of

Bariatric

seating.

Every bariatric seating model incorporates Kwalu’s
Designed to Last® engineering and endures the
most rigorous testing standards to provide supreme
strength and safety for each user.

Carrara Bariatric Recliner
Features

Durable Finish

Weight Capacity

Extended Length

10 Year Warranty

Easy to Clean

Kwalu’s solid surface
proprietary finish doesn’t
have any of the drawbacks
of wood. The finish is moisture
impervious, easy to clean
and maintenance-free.

Carrara Bariatric Recliners
are rated to 500 lbs weight
capacity.

Fully reclines to a depth
of 71 inches.

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Clorox Healthcare and
Kwalu are partnering to fight
HAI’s. Kwalu chairs have
no topical coatings, so
sanitizing solutions commonly used in healthcare
environments can be used –
including 100% bleach –
without degrading the finish.

Casters

Smooth Reclining

Back Positions

Heavy duty locking casters
on rear and front nonlocking casters are
standard.

Independent footrest and
back recline.

Back capable of multiple
locking positions from
upright to fully extended.

Statement of Line

CRBB5
37.5 W
38 D
45 H

Carrara Dining Chair

The Carrara dining chair is suitable at
the dining table or desk. The gently
sloping arms promote easy ingress and
egress. The multiple fabric zones ensure
that this chair is as eye-catching as it
is comfortable. Select either the fullupholstered or half-upholstered back.

TA L L B AC K

SHORT BACK

Carrara Dining Chair
Features

Durable Finish

Steel Reinforced

Optional Back Style

Optional Upholstery Style

10 Year Warranty

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system uses
over 20 pieces of steel in
most Kwalu chairs. Stop
ongoing and costly furniture
replacement.

Choose from 2 optional
back styles– Short Back
or Tall Back.

Choose from 2 optional
upholstery styles –
With Showframe
or Fully Wrapped.

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Statement of Line

25.25 W

25.25 W

25.25 W

27 D

27 D

27 D

25.25 W
27 D

38 H

38 H

38 H

38 H

Carrara Dining Tables

FEATURED
Carrara Dining chairs

Carrara Dining Tables
The Kwalu’s Carrara Dining Table, has angled center legs to
create a signature aesthetic and style providing unmatched
support. Your choice of a square or round table top and
Kwalu’s wide selections of finishes, ensure that this dining
table will meet your needs and match any décor.

Statement of Line
D I N I N G TA B L E S ( R O U N D T O P )

CRDTBLB1S

CRDTBLB2S

CRDTBLB1W

CRDTBLB2W

42 W

48 W

42 W

48 W

42 D

48 D

42 D

48 D

29.75 H

29.75 H

31.75 H

31.75 H

D I N I N G TA B L E S ( S Q U A R E T O P )

CRDTBLA1S

CRDTBLA2S

CRDTBLA1W

CRDTBLA2W

42 W

48 W

42 W

48 W

42 D

48 D

42 D

48 D

29.75 H

29.75 H

31.75 H

31.75 H

Carrara Behavioral Lounge
Kwalu’s Behavioral seating is built to psychiatric
use

specifications;

Features

include

durable
Kwalu’s

and

tamper-proof.

pick-proof

polymer,

concealed bottoms prevent access to any exposed
staples or loose fabric and secured arm caps.
Optional concealed floor mounting available.

LOUNGE CHAIR

LO V E S E AT

SOFA

Carrara Behavioral Lounge
Features

Durable Finish

Cleanout

Kwalu’s solid surface
proprietary finish doesn’t
have any of the drawbacks
of wood. The finish is moisture
impervious, easy to clean
and maintenance-free.

Clean-out prevents buildup
of debris and provides for
easy maintenance.

Tamper Proof
Seat Protector
Black laminate bottom
(3/16” thick) prevents
access to internal building
materials and loose fabric;
no visible staples, tamperproof screws and brackets.

Number of Seats

Optional Floor Mounting

Choose from 3 seat styles–
lounge chair, love seat,
and sofa.

Optional floor mounting
available.

Statement of Line

34 W

57 W

76.5 W

30 D

30 D

30 D

34 H

34 H

34 H

Carrara Behavioral Dining
Kwalu’s Behavioral seating is built to
psychiatric use specifications; durable and
tamper-proof.
pick-proof

Features

polymer,

include

steel

Kwalu’s

reinforcement

throughout the frame, concealed bottoms
prevent access to any exposed staples
or loose fabric and secured arm caps.
Choose from two optional back styles –
short or tall back. Optional concealed floor
mounting available.

SHORT BACK

TA L L B AC K

Carrara Behavioral Dining
Features

Durable Finish

Steel Reinforced

Underframe

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system uses
over 20 pieces of steel in
most Kwalu chairs. Stop
ongoing and costly furniture
replacement.

Cross-bar underframe;
optional concealed floor
mounting available.

Tamper Proof
Seat Protector
Laminate seat bottom with
ventilation but no access to
internal building materials
and loose fabric; no
visible staples, tamper-proof
screws and brackets.

Statement of Line

CRG201BH

CRG202BH

25.25 W

25.25 W

27 D

27 D

35 H

35 H

Tamper Proof Staple Cover
Tamper proof staple cover
does not allow upholstery
staples to be removed.

Atlanta Showroom
6160 Peachtree Dunwoody Rd.
Bldg. C
Atlanta, GA 30328

Chicago Showroom
222 Merchandise Mart Plaza
11th Floor, Suite 1199
Chicago, IL 60654

By appointment only

By appointment only

kwalu.com 1-877 MY KWALU
CRCOL1219

